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1. INTRODUCTION

3. SN COVARIANCE MATRICES
Type Ia supernovae
(SNe Ia) remain a leading
probe in measuring dark
energy, almost 20 years
after their role in
discovering the
accelerating Universe.
Now, systematic effects
dominate as SN Ia
samples have grown and
statistical errors have
decreased.

!

Systematic effects affecting SNe Ia (e.g. photometric calibration,
extinction, peculiar velocities, uncertainties in the lightcurve
model, Malmquist bias, host
galaxy mass dependence, nonIa contamination) are estimated
using covariance matrices.

Fig 1. SNe Ia and other measurements of H0 compared
to CMB + ΛCDM predictions (Riess et al. 2016 Fig. 12)

Presently H0 (describing the current expansion rate of the Universe)
is a quantity of interest due to tension (Figure 1) in values measured
using SNe Ia (Riess et al. 2011, 2016) and predicted from the CMB
assuming a ΛCDM universe (Planck collaboration 2015). Moreover
H0 is useful for inferring properties of dark energy and neutrinos.
We illustrate the process of performing a cosmological analysis using
the example of the Hubble constant H0, including accounting for
supernova SN systematics using covariance matrices following
methods in recent analyses i.e. JLA (Betoule et al. 2014) and SNLS
(Conley et al. 2011). Covariance matrix calculations will also be
adopted for a forthcoming ‘JLA-like’ analysis of Dark Energy Survey
(DES) spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia.

Fig 2. Covariance matrix Cpecvel encompassing
uncertainties in peculiar velocity corrections

To calculate these we enfold
partial derivatives of SN Ia
parameters {mB, X1, C} w.r.t.
each systematic, and sizes of
systematics (e.g. uncertainty in
MW extinction or zero points)
for each effect.

4. BLINDING
!

The tension in H0 and interest in its value motivate a blind
analysis, in which the value of H0 is obscured until all analysis
is complete. Blinding is standard practice in modern cosmology
and particle physics analyses, and precludes any human bias
or impact on the results. We blind quantities MB by adding an
unknown offset into all SNe Ia magnitudes, and
by inserting
a different unknown offset in the likelihood.

2. METHOD
!

We determine H0 using data in Riess et al. 2011, comprising:
I.
488 Cepheid variables in NGC 4258 and eight nearby
galaxies hosting recent SNe Ia
II. eight SNe Ia in these galaxies
III. 280 Hubble flow SNe Ia at z<0.06
VLBI measurements of masers in NGC 4258 give a geometric
distance, which calibrate the Cepheid Leavitt law; the Cepheids
then set the SNe Ia zero point MB. We fit these data
simultaneously with MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2009):

5. RESULTS (preliminary)
!

We find:
• a ‘statistical’ uncertainty from MultiNest (including all SN
systematics) of 3.2-4.6% in H0 for various fits;
• an additional systematic uncertainty of 1.5% in H0 due to
scatter in H0 values between various fits with different Cepheid
rejection, priors, anchors, and SN cuts;
are slightly degenerate i.e. their
• parameters MB and
difference is more much strongly constrained than either
parameter.
These uncertainties compare to 3.2% in Riess et al. 2011,
reduced to 2.4% in Riess et al. 2016. Work is planned in the
near future to repeat this analysis using data in the latter.
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where
The likelihood
incorporates the χ2 contributions from all
Cepheids and SNe for each data set; for the Hubble flow SNe Ia
this contains covariance matrix with all correlated uncertainties.
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Fig 4. Posterior distributions for

, MB, MW , µ4258 for one fit

Fig 3. Fit parameters separated by choice of Cepheid priors,
rejection and anchor (colour/fill) and SN Ia cut (shape)

